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How Does An RMV Drop-Off Center Work?
• The drop‐off centers are dedicated exclusively to registration
and title transactions for both individual and commercial
customers.
• Customers can drop off their completed Registration and Title
Application (RTA), applicable supporting documents, and
completed drop‐off center form.
• Transactions will be processed and completed on a first‐come,
first‐served basis, and all drop‐off transactions will be
completed within four business days.
• Payment must be done online, and customers will receive
email with payment amount and instructions once paperwork
is processed.
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Drop-Off Process Summary
• Customers can visit any Registration Drop-Off Center during business days between
the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., without making an appointment, to drop-off their
transaction paperwork.

• Prior to visiting one of the drop-off centers, customers must compile and complete all
appropriate paperwork and any supporting documents and fill out drop-off center form. (Note:
form can be pre-filled online.)
–
–
–

Customers must have a completed/stamped RTA from insurance company/agent.
Customers must drop-off the required paperwork within 30 days of insurance becoming active.
Drop-offs with an incomplete or inaccurate RTA will not be processed.

• An RMV door advocate will review the customer’s paperwork to ensure it’s correctly
completed. Customers will not be allowed to wait but will be contacted by email within four days
after drop off with payment amount and instructions. Payment must be done online via the
RMV's email-initiated payment process.

• Once payment is successfully processed, paperwork will be ready to be picked up at drop-off
center within one hour.
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What Transactions are Eligible for Processing at Drop-Off Centers?
The following transactions, for both individual and commercial
customers, can be dropped off:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Register and title a vehicle
Transfer plate to a new vehicle
Reinstate a registration
Apply for a registration only
Transfer a plate between two vehicles
Register previously titled vehicle
Transfer vehicle to surviving spouse
Registration Amendments
Plate Cancellations

Individual registration renewals must be done either online, by mail, or via
automated telephone, and are not eligible for drop-off service.
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Commercial Registration Drop Off Cover Sheets

•

Dealerships, agents, and runners should
complete one of the cover sheets depending
on which Drop Off Center you will be visiting.
Complete the form and prior to dropping off
your work at the Registration Drop Off
Center.
•
•

The RMV suggests you complete the fillable
PDF using your PC or other device. If not,
please ensure each field is legible.
https://www.mass.gov/lists/registration‐
cover‐sheets‐for‐drop‐off‐work
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Individual Registration Drop Off
•

Complete this form prior to dropping off your work
at the Registration Drop Off Center.
•

•

Obtain a completed Registration and Title Application
from your insurance agent/company and all
supporting documentation.
•

•
•
•

The RMV suggests you complete the fillable PDF using
your PC or other device. If not, please ensure each
field is legible.

Visit www.mass.gov/register‐and‐title‐your‐vehicle for
required documentation. Paperwork with an
incomplete or inaccurate application or insufficient
documentation will not be processed.

In the Payment Link Email field, indicate the email
address of who will be receiving the email for the
payment.
When your transaction is complete, you will receive
an email to make payment online.
After the RMV confirms payment, you will receive an
email to come in to pick up your plates and/or
registration. Your transaction will not be ready for
pickup until you complete your payment online.

• If it has been more than 4 business
days and there is not an email in your
“SPAM” or “JUNK” folders, please
send an email to
RMVRegDropOff@state.ma.us to
check the status of your transaction.

• Please do not show up to check on
transactions, use the email
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LOCATIONS FOR DROP OFF REGISTRATIONS

www.mass.gov/registration‐drop‐off‐centers
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www.mass.gov/registration‐drop‐off‐centers

Reservations
Do I Have to Use Drop-Off Center for Registration Transactions?
No. Customers can make reservations for in-person RMV Service
Center visits for certain registration and title transactions through the
Online Service Center.

• The RMV has a strict no walk‐in policy at its Service Centers open to the general public.
Reservations are available only for certain necessary and required in‐person transactions that
cannot be completed online, by phone, or by mail.

• If you need to complete an in‐person transaction, you are required to make or cancel a
reservation online at Mass.Gov/RMV.
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Reservations vs. Registration Drop Off

• Reservations: Generally, there is a two week (14 days) wait time for a
Service Center appointment
• Registration Drop Off Center: The Drop Off Centers will usually have your
transaction completed within a few days and not more than 4 days
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Thank you.
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